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ABSTRACT
A Wireless Sensor Network is made up of self organizing,
light weight sensor nodes whose main task is to cooperatively
examine environmental conditions like vibration, temperature,
pressure etc. and collect the information from the environment
and send that information to the sink node. Transport layer
protocols offer reliable data delivery as well as congestion
control in wireless sensor networks. This paper firstly
describes the functions of transport layer protocol. Then it
presents the summary of some transport layer protocols on the
basis of reliability and congestion control. This paper also
presents comparison of these transport layer protocols with
design and technical parameters and finally it discuss several
research issues of transport layer protocols in wireless sensor
network.

General Terms
Transport Layer Protocols; Reliability; Energy Efficiency;
Wireless Sensor Network; Congestion Control

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network is appealing in various applications
such as in environment monitoring, area monitoring, habitat
monitoring, security surveillance, medical applications and at
home/office applications etc [1]. In wireless sensor network
sensor nodes collect the information from environment by
sensing and then transmit sensed information to destination
node [2] as shown in Figure 1. There are several transport
layer protocols which provide services such as reliability,
congestion control and energy efficiency. Existing transport
protocols over wireline network, TCP [3] (Transmission
Control Protocol) and UDP [4] (User Datagram Protocol) are
well matured but they have many critical issues in wireless
sensor world. TCP does not have good performance in
wireless environment in terms of both energy efficiency and
throughput. UDP does not provide reliability and congestion
control which lead to packet loss and then a lot of energy is
wasted in retransmission of lost packets. Therefore TCP and
UDP are inappropriate for wireless sensor network.
Reliable data delivery and congestion control are two major
functions of transport layer protocols in wireless sensor
network. Reliability means data delivered from source node to
destination node in an appropriate manner reliably without
any packet loss. Due to many unique characteristics and
constraints of sensor nodes providing reliability in wireless
sensor network can be challenging [5]. As sensor nodes are
mainly deployed in non accessible areas, so it‟s not feasible to
change the batteries of sensor nodes periodically, thus in
designing of a reliable data transport protocol energy
consumption is also main factor that must be considered.

Sink node
Internet

User

Figure 1: Structure of Wireless Sensor Network
Frequent node failures also a major problem in designing of
reliable data transport protocol, node failure causes system
crashes, energy consumption and harsh environment in sensor
network. [6] Because of multihop nature of wireless sensor
network a different degree of congestion occurs, when packet
arrival rate is more than the packet service rate then node
cannot handle it and starts dropping the packets. As the packet
arrival rate increases, congestion is also increases and mainly
at nodes near to sink node. Packet loss occurs until congestion
is detected or a congestion avoidance technique is adopted
and it necessities packet retransmission which causes lot of
energy wasted [7].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: functions of
transport layer protocols are described in section 2. Section 3
presents summary of transport layer protocols that provide
reliability and both reliability and congestion control in
wireless sensor network. Section 4 presents the comparison of
transport layer protocols. In section 5 research issues of
transport layer protocol is described and at last in section 6
paper is concluded.

2. FUNCTIONS OF TRANSPORT
LAYER PROTOCOLS
This section classified the functions of transport layer
protocols.

2.1 Reliability Semantics
Reliability level in wireless sensor network is categorized as
packet reliability, event reliability and destination reliability
[5]. Packet reliability means every packet generated from
source node is delivered successfully to the destination node.
All protocols provide packet reliability except RETP [8],
ESRT [9], DST [10], PORT [11], QERP [12], E2SRT [13] and
LTRES [14]. Event reliability in wireless sensor network
refers to successfully detection of the event [15]. Destination
reliability refers to all the packets should be delivered
successfully to a particular node or to a group of nodes.
GARUDA [16] offers both packet reliability and destination
reliability.
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In transport protocols data flows either in upstream which
means data is flow from source nodes to sink node or in
downstream which means data flow from sink node to source
nodes as sink node sends control and query messages to
source nodes for retasking [17]. All transport protocols offer
reliability in upstream direction except GARUDA [16] and
PSFQ [18].
The loss recovery refers to recovery of packets with
retransmission. The loss recovery can be performed in two
ways: end-to-end and hop-by-hop [19-21]. In end-to-end loss
recovery mechanism only the source node cache packets and
it is the responsibility of sink node to detect any packet loss
and then send request to source node for retransmission of lost
packet. This loss recovery mechanism will cause large delay
and low throughput. Some of protocols like DST [10], STCP
[22], DTSN [23], ART [24], RCRT [25], ERCTP [26] and
RP2PT [27] uses end-to-end loss recovery. In hop-by-hop loss
recovery mechanism, all intermediate nodes cache the packets
and detect losses and send requests for retransmission, this
loss recovery mechanism is more energy efficient. RETP [8],
PORT [11], PSFQ [18], DTC [28], RBC [29], ERTP [30],
RMST [31], DCDD [32], (RT)2 [33], RTMC [34], TRCCIT
[35] offers hop-by-hop loss recovery mechanism.
Transport protocols implement different mechanisms for loss
detection and notification; Positive acknowledgements are
used when all data packets generated from source nodes are
received correctly at destination node. Negative
acknowledgements are used if data packet is not received or if
packet received incorrectly. The receiver sends selective
acknowledgement to inform the sender that all packets are
received in order using one control packet. In case of explicit
acknowledgement, node explicitly notifies the sink that packet
were received correctly. When a node send some packet to
neighbor node and after sometime node hears that neighbor
node forwards that packet to other nodes then the node
assumes that packets were received correctly and assumes it
as implicit acknowledgement [17].

2.2 Congestion Semantics
Congestion occurs in wireless sensor network when any node
receives more packets than its capacity, then it cannot handle
it and starts dropping the packets. So it causes large response
time and also it degrades throughput. Congestion control is
divided into following three categories: congestion detection,
congestion notification and congestion avoidance [36].
In congestion detection, firstly congested events are identified
and then identified the locations where congestion occurred.
Congestion detection has various parameters such as packet
rate, buffer occupancy, packet service time, node delay and
channel status etc. are used to detect congestion [37-40]. After
congestion detection, congested nodes send notification of
congestion to their neighbors or to source nodes or to
destination nodes. Congestion notification is of two types:
implicit congestion notification and explicit congestion
notification. The method of sending congestion notification to
other nodes is designed very carefully because sending
messages to the network which is already congested could
violent the situation.
To send congestion notification,
congestion bit is set in packet header either 0 or 1. To avoid
the congestion, it is simple to stop sending packets into
network or to send packets at lower rate. Congestion
avoidance techniques are further divided into three categories:
rate adjustment, polite gossip policy and traffic redirection
[17].

Figure 2 shows the flow chart of working of reliability and
congestion control module in wireless sensor network. Sensor
nodes firstly sensing the environment conditions and then
finally route the aggregated data to next hop. If next node
receives the data then it store it in cache otherwise loss
recovery mechanism is used to recover the data. Intermediate
nodes buffer data in their local cache for future processing.
Nodes that received data generate
a positive
acknowledgement and send it to source from where data
comes. If data is not received according to sequence, it means
data is lost so that node generates negative acknowledgement
and send it to source and requests for retransmission of data.
Otherwise if data is receives properly congestion is checked,
if there is no is congestion then data is send to next hop.
Otherwise if congestion is detected then congestion
notification information from congested node is send to
source node or to neighbor nodes. Then they used congestion
avoidance techniques such as, traffic redirection in which
traffic is redirected to different paths to avoid congestion and
rate adjustment in which transmission rate of packets is
adjusted to avoid the congestion and then information is
updated, and that information is send to sensor nodes.

3. TRANSPORT LAYER PROTOCOLS
Some of transport layer protocols of wireless sensor network
support reliability, some support congestion control and some
protocols support both reliability and congestion control. This
paper summarizes the protocols that offers reliability and both
reliability and congestion control.

3.1 Reliability based protocols
Transport layer protocols that provide reliability are presented
in this section
PSFQ: Pump Slowly Fetch Quickly [18] is a hop-by-hop
downstream transport protocol. In this protocol firstly user
node slowly inject messages into network and if there is any
packet loss occurs then it uses aggressive hop by hop error
recovery. As it uses hop-by-hop loss recovery so all
intermediate nodes buffer data in their cache and forwards
packet with proper schedule. PSFQ exploits the loss
aggregation concept in which when any packet loss occur, it
combine all the message losses into one single fetch
operation. It also uses a report operation which gives data
delivery information to users. PSFQ has several limitations
such as PSFQ forward messages in sequence order that means
any node does not forward packets until it does not receive all
the packets so it increases the latency. As PSFQ uses NACK
based loss detection and notification, so it does not provide
reliability for every single packet. There is difficulty in
adjusting the timers (T min, T max, T r).
RMST: Reliable Multi Segment Transport [31] offers data
segmentation/reassembly and guaranteed delivery. In RMST
large data is fragmented at source node, and then transmitted
through network and reassembles at base station. Cached
mode and non cached mode are two modes of RMST to
achieve reliability. In cached mode, every intermediate node
cache the data and if base station detect any loss of fragment
then it send NACK to source node through intermediate node.
Then Intermediate nodes check there cache, if they have lost
fragments then send it to sink node and, if not then forward
NACK to next node. In non cached mode only source nodes
and sink node is keeping the fragments. RMST has limitation
such as it needs every intermediate nodes cache all the data in
their cache spaces that they received, so RMST is not
scalable.
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Sensors

received at base station, so it decreases overhead. There is no
need of global clock synchronization. Widen compress
periods of structural responses by using a run length encoding
scheme. Widen implementation is performed on Mica 2
motes.
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Figure 2: Flow chart of function of transport protocol
DTC: Distributed TCP Caching [28] increases the
performance of TCP in wireless sensor network. In DTC
sensor nodes help each other in caching the data segments, or
if any segment is lost because of any link error or failure, then
neighboring node retransmit the lost segments. Segment from
cache is deleted only when they get acknowledgement of that
segment or when segment times out. Nodes that are close to
sink node, DTC shifts the load on that nodes. Selective
acknowledgement used by DTC, it improves efficiency of loss
recovery process. DTC uses a technique called flying start that
provides a good estimate of round trip time (RTT), and it
attains 10-25% of improvement over slow start mechanism
that is used by TCP.
WISDEN: Wisden [41] provides reliability for structural
monitoring applications in wireless sensor network. To
achieve data reliability, it uses a hybrid of end-to-end loss
recovery and hop-by-hop loss recovery mechanism. It is based
on a data time stamping scheme in which base station have
enough knowledge of timings of packets like when that
packets are generated by sending nodes and when they are

GARUDA: GARUDA [16] works in three steps: In first step
WFP wait for first packet pulse transmission is used, it
guaranteed the successful delivery of a single or first packet to
all sensor nodes. In second step it chooses core sensor nodes
and noncore sensor nodes, nodes that have a hop count
multiple of 3 from sink node is elected as core nodes and
other nodes are elected as noncore nodes. In third step a two
stage NACK based loss recovery process is used to recover
losses, it uses out of order sequencing for forwarding the data
and it also minimizes overhead of retransmission process. It is
only evaluated through ns2 simulator not performed on
experimental testbed.
RBC: Reliable Bursty Convergecast [29] is a hop-by-hop
upstream reliable transport protocol which is designed to
reliably deliver the large quantity of data from different
locations to a sink node. Sensor nodes divide large data into
small fragments and sending to sink node through different
paths and at sink node all the fragments are reassembled. It
uses a window less block acknowledgement scheme that
ensures reliability and reduces unnecessary retransmissions. It
uses a differentiated contention control mechanism in which
sensor nodes uses virtual queues and priority is given to nodes
according to their queuing conditions, packets that have high
rank in virtual queue has to access the channel first. It uses
performance metrics event reliability, packet reliability, event
good put and node reliability. RBC does not have any energy
model so it does not support some applications that need more
energy utilization.
DTSN: Distributed Transport for Sensor Network [23] is endto-end upstream protocol which provides different grades of
reliability. It uses Selective Repeat Automatic Repeat Request
(ARQ) mechanism to ensure full reliability service, uses both
positive acknowledgement and negative acknowledgement, as
it consumes less of energy so it increases the lifetime of
network. In differentiated reliability service, enhancement
flow and forward error correction are used; in enhancement
flow at source node only a fraction of data is buffered and
then transmitted with full reliability. Differentiated reliability
uses forward error correction which increases throughput.
ERTP: Energy Efficient and Reliable Transport Protocol [30]
upstream transport layer protocol. It is mainly used by data
streaming applications where more than one sensor node
senses the data and sends data to sink node. It employs a
statistical reliability metric which assures that the number of
data packets received at sink node is exceeding from a
threshold or not. For loss recovery of packets, it uses stop and
wait hop-by-hop implicit acknowledgement and explicit
acknowledgement is send to source node when a packet
successfully reaches at sink node.
RP2PT: Reliable Point to Point Transport protocol [27] firstly
establishes a virtual circuit between sensor nodes and sink
node. All data is fragmented at source nodes and send to sink
node through virtual circuit and reassembly of data packets is
performed at sink node. All intermediate nodes contain the
information of virtual circuit such as address of source,
address of destination, next hop and previous hop. It uses two
type of transmissions upload and download transmission. It
has better performance in case of number of transmitted
packets, energy efficiency and number of acknowledgements.
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DCDD: Diversity Coded Directed Diffusion [32] uses the
prongs for energy efficiency. It uses formats of query packet,
answer packet, interest packet and observation packets. In
DCDD firstly large observation is fragmented into small parts
and each fragment take different optimal path to reach to sink
node and at sink node reassembly of fragments is performed.
Here reliability is achieved by encoding and decoding.
Encoding and decoding is performed using TWOFISH
algorithm. In DCDD sink node firstly send query packet to
sensor nodes, after receiving query packet sensor nodes
increments hop count and compare the energy level if energy
of sensor nodes is lower than the energy mark then it drops
the packet or if energy of sensor is greater than energy mark
then it processes the packet. Then sensor nodes firstly make a
neighboring table and send answer packet to sink node.
A New Reliable Data Delivery Protocol in wireless sensor
network: The aim of this protocol [42] is to provide high
reliability and, minimizing overhead and network delay. It
uses a new queue pattern which gives priority to packets.
Each node has a queue whose main task is to temporary store
packets and manages their retransmission. Ready bit is used
by every packet, it indicates its status. If ready bit is 1 then it
means that packet is ready to send or if ready bit is 0 it means
that the packet has been already sent and now no need to
resend that packet. After receiving ACK or NACK, node
checks packet ID set in the ACK then node compares packet
ID with packets in its queue, if it matches then that packet and
other packets which are older than these packets are deleted
from queue. It is performed on experimental testbed using
single line topology. Limitation of a new reliable data delivery
protocol is that it is not scalable.
RETP: Reliable Event Transmission Protocol [8] consists of
two procedures accurate event detection and real time reliable
transmission. In accurate event detection, whenever an event
is occurred nodes which are nearer to event forms a cluster
which saves energy. To ensure event detection every node
checks sensed value and threshold value. If sensed value is
greater than threshold value then it ensures that the event has
been occurred. Each node after individual sensing broadcast a
packet which contains sensed value, then the nodes take a
combined cooperate decision and final decision is made
among clusters. To achieve real time and reliable
transmission, more than one sensor nodes called decision
nodes send event packet to sink node to improve the event
reliability. In this protocol, number of event forwarding nodes
is restricted by n/2 for even number of nodes and (n-1)/2 for
odd number of nodes. It uses greedy approach for routing.
RETP is performed on ns2 simulator and it has good results in
terms of delivery ratio and energy efficiency.

3.2 Reliability and Congestion based
Protocols
This section presents transport layer protocols that provide
both reliability and congestion control.
ESRT: Event to Sink Reliable Transport protocol [9] provides
upstream event-to-sink reliability, energy efficiency and
congestion control. The base station implements the algorithm
to take the decision that the event is detected reliably or not.
Observed reliability and desired reliability are two categories
of ESRT reliability. The observed reliability ri is the number
of packets that are received at sink node in decision interval i.
The desired reliability R is the number of packets needed
which ensures the event detection reliably. If event to sink
reliability is smaller than required then it increase the

reporting frequency to get the required reliability or if event to
sink reliability is greater than required, then reporting
frequency is decreases to avoid the congestion and it saves
energy consumption. ESRT has several limitations such as it
does not guarantee reliable delivery of every packet, it only
guarantees reliable detection of individual event to sink node.
As in wireless sensor network multiple events occur at same
time so there is difficulty in adjusting the reporting frequency.
STCP: Sensor Transmission Control Protocol [22] is end-toend upstream transport protocol that provides controllable
variable reliability and congestion control. For event driven
flows ACK based end-to-end-retransmission is used in which
positive acknowledgement is send to source nodes. Source
node does not delete the packet from its buffer until it gets
acknowledgement from sink node. For continuous flows,
NACK based end-to-end retransmission process is used in
which base station sets a timer, if node does not received
packet until timer expires it sends negative acknowledgement
to source node. In STCP sensor nodes uses a session initiation
packet which helps in making the association of source node
with sink node. When base station gets the session initiation
packet, it sends ACK to sensor nodes which inform the source
nodes that the connection is established and after getting ACK
sensor nodes starts transmitting the data to sink node. In
STCP sensor nodes always wait for ACK so it causes long
latency in large scale of multi hop wireless sensor network.
PORT: Price Oriented Reliable Transport [11] provides
upstream event reliability, congestion control and energy
efficiency. PORT uses node prices which are defined as the
total number of attempt transmission in between sensor node
and sink node. To ensure energy efficiency it uses two
schemes: In first scheme sink sends feedback of the exact
reporting rate of each source nodes and also sends their
energy consumption. In second scheme source nodes sends
feedback to sink node which is about the congestion and
because of congestion nodes cost increases. PORT is based on
three assumptions: first is source nodes would keep reporting
data for a long period of time based on interest, second is sink
node has the knowledge about the sources of data from where
it originates and third is sink node is aware about the
information of that carries a data packet.
DST: Delay sensitive Transport [10] provides both reliability
and congestion control, a end-to-end upstream transport
protocol and also it is energy efficient. To ensure reliable
event detection it uses observed delay constraint reliability
and desired delay event reliability. In congestion control
mechanism, any sensor node whose buffer is overflow
because of in excessive data packets is called congested and
then source node sends a congestion notification to sink node.
In real time event transport mechanism, two main components
are used event transport delay which is time between
detection of any event and reliably delivery of that event to
sink node and; event processing delay which is processing
delay estimated by sink node. It is essential that event to sink
delay should be greater than of sum of event transport delay
and event processing delay for reliable event detection. The
limitation of DST is that there is difficulty in adjusting the
reporting frequency.
ART: Asymmetric and Reliable Transport [24] use end-to-end
bidirectional reliability in wireless sensor network. It offers
reliability in two directions: upstream end-to-end event
reliability and downstream end-to-end query reliability. ART
uses an energy aware node classification scheme in which
nodes are categorized as essential nodes and non essential
nodes, a group of sensor nodes that are choose on the basis of
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residual energy are called essential nodes. It is a type of
weighted greedy algorithm. The algorithm gets the
information of sensor nodes that have limited battery and then
there is less chances to become that nodes essential. Thus, this
algorithm balances the available energy and increases the
network lifetime. ACK mechanism is used for transferring the
events and for reliable query delivery NACK is used. It uses
upstream congestion control mechanism. The limitation of
ART is that it does not provide congestion control for non
essential nodes. In ART congestion control mechanism is
centralized so there is large load on network as traffic passes
through the network.
RCRT: Rate Controlled Reliable Transport is [25] is a
multipoint to point transport protocol, in RCRT all
functionalities like congestion detection, rate allocation and
rate adaption are performed at sink node. RCRT has main six
goals. The first goal is that data packets send from source
nodes are reliably delivered at sink node. Second goal is to
sustain network efficiency at an optimal operating point.
Third goal is to support multiple different concurrent
applications. The fourth goal is to provide flexibility to
different applications by choosing capacity allocation policies.
The fifth goal is that main functionalities are performed at
sink node not at sensor nodes. The sixth goal is that RCRT is
robust for nodes that are entering and leaving system as
because of congestion, traffic route dynamically changes so
RCRT adjust itself according to these changes.
(RT)2: Real Time and Reliable Transport [33] provides
reliability, timely event detection, and congestion control and
energy efficiency. It is based on event to action delay bound
which is sum of event processing delay, event transport delay
and event action delay. This protocol is based on two states
start up state and steady state: In startup state, to capture the
transmission rate of packets the source node sends a probe
packet to receiver; in steady state, it consists of further four
sub states such as increase, decrease, hold and probe states. In
increase state when the source node gets the feedback from
sink node, it increases the transmission rate. In decrease state
after getting the feedback from sink node, it decreases the
transmission rate if desired. It uses a combined congestion
detection method which uses a local buffer level monitoring
and an average node delay calculation. The limitation of (RT)2
is that because of its configuration adjustment nature it causes
large delay in wireless sensor network
RTMC: Reliable Transport with Memory Consideration [34]
provides 100% reliability and ensures that all the data packets
received at sink node reliably. RTMC is motivated from a
pipe flow method. Four types of packets are used in RTMC:
initiation packet, data packet, requiring packet and end packet.
In header of packet, RTMC contains entire information of
memory and exchanged that information between neighbors
and by using that method it helps in preventing memory
overflow. From experimental results it was clear that it
provides 100% reliability and effective channel utilization. It
has good performance in terms of energy cost, memory cost
and transport time etc.

desired reliability, it increases the transmission rate of packets
to get the desired reliability. E2SRT has good performance in
terms of throughput, latency and loss rate in comparison to
ESRT.
LTRES: Loss Tolerant and Reliable Event Sensing [14]
provides both reliability and congestion control. For
congestion control it uses a source rate adaption mechanism.
In this mechanism firstly sink node measures the event
sensing fidelity level and then sends that information of
measure to enodes. To ensure the congestion control the sink
node updates their source rate on the basis of enodes.
Overhead minimizes because of light weight congestion
detection mechanism. The limitation of LTRES is that as it
uses the source rate adaption mechanism and in it lot of
energy is wasted.
ERCTP: End-to-End Reliable and Congestion Aware
Transport layer Protocol [26] provides both reliability and
congestion control. ERCTP has two modules congestion
module and reliability module. To achieve the reliability
ERCTP uses Distributed Memory Storage (DMS) in which
designated intermediate nodes stores temporary packet
information, and if data is lost and not reached to sink node
then sink node can get the packet information from designated
intermediate nodes. Congestion control mechanism is further
divided into three sub parts: congestion detection, congestion
notification and congestion avoidance. In congestion
detection, buffer occupancy and link capacity are checked to
detect the congestion. In congestion notification, nodes place
a congestion notification bit either 0 or 1 in the packet and
send it to source node and notifies source nodes about the
congestion. In congestion avoidance, to reduce source rate
value is adjusted.
TRCCIT: Tunable Reliability with Congestion Control for
Information Transport [35] uses some localized techniques to
ensure tunable reliability such as hybrid acknowledgement,
probabilistic adaptive transmissions and retransmission timer
management. In TRCCIT for congestion control data is
transformed from multiple different paths. The performance
metrics in TRCCIT are information transport reliability,
timeliness and efficiency. Information transport reliability is
the ratio of number of data packets obtained by sink nodes to
the total number of data packets produced by source nodes.
Timeliness is the time between generations of first
information data packet at source node to receiving of that
data packet at sink node. Efficiency is the amount of
transmitted messages which are required for reliability.

E2SRT: Enhanced Event to Sink Reliable Transport [13] is a
modified version of ESRT which provides reliability,
congestion control and energy efficiency. In ESRT there is a
problem called „over demanding‟ event reliability problem.
This protocol solves this problem. It works same as that of
ESRT, it checks the event to sink reliability if it is greater than
desired reliability it decreases transmission rate of packets
which avoid congestion and minimizes the consumption of
energy. And if event to sink reliability is lesser than that
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QERP: Quality Based Event Reliability Protocol [12] uses a
property which means according to environmental conditions
for event detection; data reported from every sensor nodes is
different in contribution degree. It uses two interdependent
processes one is selection process and other is transport
process. A selection process is used for electing source nodes
which send data to sink node on the basis of contribution
degree. The transport process successfully delivers the data
even in case of congestion. Selection process uses two fields
one is CD field that contains contribution degree of data
packet and other is Full Selection field, if FS field is set that
means all sensor nodes send event information to sink node.
These two fields are placed in selection process and utilized
by transport process. It provides better reliability and energy
efficiency as compare to ESRT. It handles congestion with the
help of buffer management.

4. COMPARISION
OF
EXISTING
TRANSPORT LAYER PROTOCOLS
Table 1, 2, 3 and 4 shows the comparison of various transport
layer protocols in wireless sensor network using design and
technical parameters. In table 1 comparison has been made
between the transport protocols that provides only reliability
and comparison is based on parameters reliability level,
reliability direction, loss recovery type, loss notification,
throughput, delay, simulation environment and energy
efficiency. In Table 2 comparison has been made between
transport protocols that provides both reliability as well as
congestion control by using following parameters like
reliability level, reliability direction, loss recovery type, loss
notification, congestion detection, congestion notification,
congestion avoidance, throughput, delay, simulation
environment and energy efficiency.
Reliability is an important function of transport layer; it
ensures that packets are delivered successful from source to
destination or not. In wireless sensor network, packet drop
occurs due to several reasons such as poor channel conditions,
node failure and congestion etc. then reliability must detect
the packet drop and retransmit the dropped packet. Packet
reliability means all the packets generated at source nodes
should be delivered at destination node reliably [43]. From
Table 1 and Table 2, all the protocols provide packet
reliability, except RETP [8], ESRT [9], DST [10], PORT [11],
QERP [12], E2SRT [13] and LTRES [14] which provide event
reliability. Event reliability means successfully detection of
event. Data is flow in two directions in wireless sensor
network upstream and downstream. Upstream means data
transmission from source nodes to sink node, downstream
means data transmission from sink node to source nodes.
Except GARUDA [16] and PSFQ [18] all the protocols in
Table 1 and Table 2 offers upstream reliability.
To recover packet loss either end-to-end loss recovery or hopby-hop loss recovery is used. In end-to-end loss recovery
mechanism only source node caches the data, and it is
responsibility of sink node to detect the loss and requesting
for retransmission. As shown in Table 1 and 2 DST [10],
STCP [22], DTSN [23], ART [24], RCRT [25], ERCTP [26]
and RP2PT [27] offers end-to-end loss recovery. In hop-byhop loss recovery, all intermediate nodes cache the data,

detect packet loss and send requests for retransmissions. Hopby-hop loss recovery is very faster and more energy efficient
than end-to-end loss recovery, but it needs extra memory at
intermediate nodes to cache the data. End-to-End loss
recovery mechanism causes large delay and low throughput.
Protocols like RETP [8], PORT [11], PSFQ [18], DTC [28],
RBC [29], ERTP [30], RMST [31], DCDD [32], (RT)2 [33],
RTMC [34], TRCCIT [35] and A new reliable delivery
protocol [42] offers hop-by-hop loss recovery. ESRT [9],
E2SRT [13] and LTRES [14] provides event to sink reliability
where event information is send to sink node. WISDEN [41]
protocol provides a hybrid of end-to-end loss recovery and
hop-by-hop loss recovery mechanisms. Transport protocols
use different loss notification techniques for loss recovery
such
as
implicit
acknowledgement,
explicit
acknowledgement, selective acknowledgement and negative
acknowledgement. Table 1 and 2 shows the loss recovery
notifications which are used by transport protocols to recover
the losses.
Congestion occurs when any node receives more packets as
compare to packets that it forwards and process to other nodes
so it cannot handle that packets and starts dropping the packet.
It causes unnecessary packet retransmissions, consumes lot of
energy and also increases network latency. ESRT [9], E2SRT
[13], STCP [22] and RCRT [25] detects the congestion when
the queue length go beyond a predefined threshold value.
ART [24] uses a timer to detect congestion; if node does not
receive any acknowledgment packet until timer expires, then
congestion is detected. QERP [12] and ERCTP [26] detect
congestion when buffer capacity is higher than a predefined
threshold value. Node delay means delay supposed at each
node by each packet to reach at destination node. DST [10]
and (RT)2 [33] detect congestion in case of node delay and
buffer occupancy. After congestion detection, notification of
congestion is send to other nodes by either explicitly sending
control messages to other nodes or implicitly that includes
control information in ordinary packet. In Table 2 all
reliability and congestion aware protocols uses implicit
congestion notification except STCP [22] and ART [24]. To
avoid the congestion, there are two techniques rate adjustment
and traffic redirection used. Rate adjustment means send the
packets with lower rate. Rate adjustment decisions are taken
by the nodes that are in congestion themselves, or by sink
node. ESRT [9], DST [10], QERP [12], E2SRT [13], LTRES
[14], RCRT [25], ERCTP [26], (RT)2 [33] and TRCCIT [35]
uses rate adjustment. Traffic redirection refers to redirect the
traffic to different path. PORT [11] and STCP [22] uses rate
adjustment and traffic redirection to avoid the traffic.
As show in Table 1 and 2 some of protocols implemented in
simulator or in experimental testbed, and some protocols are
implemented in both. All the protocols are energy efficient
except GARUDA [16], PSFQ [18], RCRT [25], RBC [29],
TRCCIT [35], WISDEN [41] and A New reliable data
delivery protocol [42]. Comparison of protocols on the basis
of design parameters such as number of sensor nodes, type of
topology used, Size of packet, size of buffer, traffic load,
simulation time and coverage area are shown in Table 3 and 4.
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Table 1: Comparison of reliability based protocols (Technical Parameters)
Protocol

Reliability
Level

Reliability
Direction

Loss
Recovery

Loss
Notification

Throughput

Delay

Energy
Efficient

Simulation Environment

PSFQ

Packet

Down

Hop-by-Hop

ACK

Low

Small

No

NS2 Simulator,
Experimental Testbed

RMST

Packet

Up

Hop-by-Hop

NACK

Low

Large

Yes

NS2 Simulator

DTC

Packet

Up

Hop-by-Hop

eACK,
SACK

Low

Medium

Yes

OMNET++

WISDEN

Packet

Up

Hop-by-Hop,
End-to-End

iACK,
NACK

Medium

Large

No

Experimental Testbed

GARUDA

Packet

Down

Two tier loss
recovery

NACK

High

Small

No

NS2 Simulator

RBC

Packet

Up

Hop-by-Hop

iACK

Low

Small

No

Experimental Testbed

DTSN

Packet

Up

End-to-End

iACK,
eACK

Medium

Large

Yes

OMNET++

ERTP

Packet

Up

Hop-by-Hop

iACK,
eACK

Medium

Small

Yes

NS2 Simulator

RP2PT

Packet

Up

End-to-End

ACK

Low

Large

Yes

C++

DCDD

Packet

Up

Hop-by-Hop

ACK,
NACK

Low

Small

Yes

NS2 Simulator

A New
Reliable Data
Delivery
Protocol

Packet

Up

Hop-by-Hop

eACK,
NACK

High

Medium

No

Experimental Testbed

RETP

Event

Up

Hop-by-Hop

iACK

High

Medium

Yes

NS2 Simulator

Table 2: Comparison of both reliability and congestion based protocols (Technical Parameters)
Protocol

Rel.
Lvl.

Rel.
Dir.

Loss
Recovery

Loss
Notif.

Congestion
Detection

Cgst.
Notif.

Cgst. Avod.

Thghpt.

Delay

Egy.
Effnt

Simulation
Envi.

ESRT

Event

Up

Event to
Sink

iACK

Queue
Occupancy

Implicit

Rate Adjust.

High

Large

Yes

NS2
Simulator

STCP

Packet

Up

End-toEnd

eACK,
NACK

Queue
Occupancy

Explicit

Rate Adjust.,
Traffic Redirn.

Low

Large

Yes

TOSSIM

PORT

Event

Up

Hop-byHop

eACK

Node Price

Implicit

Rate Adjust.,
Traffic Redirn .

Low

Large

Yes

NS2
Simulator

DST

Event

Up

End-toEnd

-

Queue
Occupancy,
Node Delay

Implicit

Rate Adjust.

High

Medium

Yes

NS2
Simulator

ART

Packet

Both

End-toEnd

eACK,
NACK

Core nodes
received
ACK

Explicit

Reduce traffic
of noncore
nodes

Low

Small

Yes

NS2
Simulator

RCRT

Packet

Up

End-toEnd

Cumm.A
CK,
NACK

Queue
Occupancy

Implicit

Rate Adjust.

High

Medium

No

TinyOS,
Experimental
Testbed

(RT)2

Packet

Up

Hop-byHop

SACK

Queue
Occupancy,
Node Delay

Implicit

Rate Adjust.

Medium

Medium

Yes

NS2
Simulator
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Protocol

Rel.
Lvl.

Rel.
Dir.

Loss
Recovery

Loss
Notif.

Congestion
Detection

Cgst.
Notif.

Cgst. Avod.

Thghpt.

Delay

Egy.
Effnt

Simulation
Envi.

RTMC

Packet

Up

Hop-byHop

iACK

Memory
Overflow

Implicit

Header
Memory

High

Large

Yes

Simulator,
Experimental
Testbed

E2SRT

Event

Up

Event to
Sink

iACK

Queue
Occupancy

Implicit

Rate Adjust.

High

Small

Yes

NS2
Simulator

LTRES

Event

Up

Event to
Sink

ACK

Link Loss
Rates

Implicit

Rate Adjust.

Medium

Medium

Yes

GloMoSim
Simulator

ERCTP

Packet

Up

End-toEnd

NACK

Buffer
Occupancy

Implicit

Rate Adjust.

High

Medium

Yes

NS2
Simulator

TRCCIT

Packet

Up

Hop-byHop

iACK,
eACK

Packet Rate

Implicit

Rate Adjust.

Low

Large

No

TOSSIM

QERP

Event

Up

-

-

Buffer
Occupancy

Implicit

Rate
Adjustment

High

Large

Yes

QualNet
Simulator

Table 3: Design parameters for reliability based protocols

Protocols

Topology

No. of sensors

Size of packet
(bytes)

Coverage area
(mt2)

Traffic Load

Simulation Time

PSFQ

Linear

13

50

100*100

100 pkts./sec.

100ms

RMST

Grid

21

50-100

100 *100

-

-

DTC

Chain

11

100

-

500 pkts./sec.

30s

WISDEN

Tree

10

80

40*20

0.1,0.2,0.25.0.5,1
pkts./sec.

142s

GARUDA

Grid

100

1kb

650*650

25 pkts./sec.

-

RBC

Grid

49

-

-

Upto 14 pkts./sec.

40s

ERTP

Ad-hoc

200

40

180*180

1/60 pkts./sec.

200s

RETP

Adhoc

35

100

500*500

-

200ms

Table 4: Design parameters for both reliability and congestion based protocols
Protocols

Topology

No. of sensors

Size of packet
(bytes)

Coverage area
(mt2)

Buffer
size

Traffic Load

Simulation time

ESRT

Ad-Hoc

200

30

100*100

65

10, 0.1, 0.01, 0.01
pkts./sec.

60s

STCP

Ad-hoc

50,100

-

100*100

-

1/50 pkts./sec.

5000s

PORT

Ad-hoc

100

36

1350*1350

50

50 pkts./sec.

500s

DST

Ad-hoc

200

30

200*200

65

1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001
pkts./sec.

-

ART

Ad-hoc

100

100

300*300

50

Query frq.2-10 sec.
Event freq. 0.1-1 sec.

150s

RCRT

Tree

40

64

1125*1125

-

1.2 pkts./sec.

1800-3600s

RT2

Ad-hoc

200

30

200*200

65

1, 5, 10, 15, 20

1000s
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msg./sec.
Protocols

Topology

No. of sensors

Size of packet
(bytes)

Coverage area
(mt2)

Buffer
size

Traffic Load

Simulation time

E2SRT

Ad-Hoc

200

30

100*100

65

4000-4500 pkts./10
sec.

60s

LTRES

Grid

50

32

100*200

-

50, 90, 150 pkts./sec.

-

TRCCIT

Grid

100

29

60*60

36

20 msg./sec.

-

QERP

Ad-hoc

500

-

1000*1000

-

50 pkts./sec.

20s

design transport layer protocols that consumes less
energy.

5. RESEARCH ISSUES IN TRANSPORT
LAYER PROTOCOLS
This section presents various research issues of transport layer
protocols in wireless sensor networks.
1.

Protocols presented above provide reliability either in
downstream direction or in upstream direction. There is
no protocol except ART [24] which provides reliability
and congestion control in both directions.

2.

Another issue is that there are two types of loss recovery
is used end-to-end and hop-by-hop, in hop-by-hop loss
recovery mechanism intermediate nodes takes
responsibility for loss recovery and involvement of
intermediate nodes needs more cache spaces which
results higher cost. End-to-end loss recovery mechanism
has large delay and it is not energy efficient. So in
existing protocols there is need of better cache placement
at intermediate nodes.

3.

Transport protocols provide two types of reliability either
application reliability or packet reliability not provide
both of reliability packet and application. If two
applications are used by wireless sensor network in
which one application requires application reliability and
other application requires packet reliability, so its faces
difficulty. There is need of mechanism that provides
packet reliability and application reliability both.

4.

In STCP [22] protocol, sensor nodes generated data with
different priorities. Except STCP other protocols which
are discussed above are not use priority. The protocol
must use the priority as it provides better QoS.

5.

Existing transport layer protocols use cross layer
optimization very rarely [44]. It solves the issues of
scalability, network lifetime, limited resources etc. So
cross layer optimization is more important in wireless
sensor network.

6.

Sensor nodes have limited power and it is charged with
external batteries and it‟s difficult to replace the battery
if more energy is consumed. So there is requirement to

7.

Sensor nodes distributed in field firstly make a network
by using a topology which provides energy efficiency
and reliability. To make such a topology that conserves
energy and provides reliability is very challenging.

8.

Wireless sensor networks are vulnerable to attacks
because of their broadcast nature so they have need of
security. Sensor nodes contain critical important
information in some applications. If there is no security,
a malicious node intercept with data and then send
infected data in network, thus security in sensor networks
is very important. There are various types of attacks on
sensor networks such as denial of service attack, sinkhole
attack, hello flood attack, selective forwarding attack,
spoofing, desynchronization, acknowledgement spoofing
and wormhole attack as discussed in Table 5. To provide
security in wireless sensor network cryptography,
stegnography should be used [45-48].

6. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a technical study of transport layer
protocols in wireless sensor network. The main functions of
transport layer are reliable data delivery and effective
congestion control mechanism. Firstly this paper described
functions of transport layer protocols for wireless sensor
networks and then presented a summary of existing transport
layer protocols that provides reliability and both reliability
and congestion control in wireless sensor networks. Then it
discussed the comparison of transport layer protocols on the
basis of technical parameters and design parameters; technical
parameters such as reliability level, reliability direction, loss
recover, loss notification, congestion detection, congestion
notification, congestion avoidance, throughput, delay,
experiment testbed/simulation and energy efficiency; and
design parameters such as topology used, number of sensors,
size of data packet, traffic load, buffer size, coverage area and
simulation time. This paper also discussed some research
issues in transport layer protocols for future research.
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Table 5: Threats on Wireless Sensor Network
Threat
Denial
attack

Threat Description
of

service

Malicious node sends unnecessary packets and legitimate user does not access services and resources.
Environment conditions, software bugs, hardware failures causes denial of service attacks.

The SinkHole attack

A malicious node inserts itself between two communicating nodes for e.g. sensor nodes and sink node; and
attracts all data to itself and can do anything with data.

Hello Floods

Malicious node that have high transmission power, broadcast hello message to other nodes by using false
route, when nodes send information to base station it passed through attacker. It increases delay in network

Selective Forwarding
attack

Malicious node inserts itself between flow path and it forwards some selected messages and dropped other
packets.

Spoofing

Malicious node successfully disguise as another node and gain illegitimate advantages

Desynchronization

Disrupting transmission of packets between two nodes by attacker that stuck in synchronization and wastes
lot of energy

Acknowledgement
spoofing

Attacker spoof acknowledgment and disguise the sender

WormHole attack

Malicious node records messages at one location and tunnels that packet at another location by a hidden
route
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